Development
Application Note

- Supported media - SDP content There are different levels of testing

1. First case :
You want to send unconditionally a SDP content in the INVITE, without checking the SDP parameter defined in the
Emulator panel ( SIP – SDP negotiator panel).
In this case, you should disable the SDP update in the AutoUpdate panel of the message.

SDP content will be transmitted "as it is", as SDP negotiation doesn't occur, the call can go to an active state but no RTP
testing can be run.
This is used if you want to test the behaviour of the IUT when receiving a specific SDP. The SDP content could be
erroneous, with illegal characters, it doesn't matter because there is no testing of the SDP content.
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2. Second case :
You want to simulate the behaviour of a real UA with SDP negotiation.
In this case, you must :
• specify capabilities of the UA using the SDP negotiator panel (example: Payload = audio, Media = 104,
Transport = RTP/AVP, Rtpmap = 104 CLEARMODE/8000)
• specify the SDP template in the message and enable AutoUpdate of SDP body
When the message is transmitted, the SDP negotiator is invoked with the SDP template to built a valid SDP offer to be
sent in the outgoing message.
If negotiation fails due to invalid SDP content, or unsupported media in SDP negotiator panel, then nothing will be sent.
Alternatively, full SDP content will be updated, including addresses, port numbers …
When an incoming call is received, the SDP is also checked with SDP parameters, this allows simulation of different
behaviours : supported or unsupported media.
In this case, the SDP has been updated but the preferred media list is unchanged and the call is successful.

Note : for example, you had coded the clarinet SDP negotiator panel to include "Audio 5100 RTP/AVP 104", as a
supported codec. The value "5100" is the port number, so it's not a part of the "supported codec" specification of the SDP
negotiator panel. If you want that port 5100 is used, you must specify it as "Audio port min"
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3. Third case :
You want to simulate the behaviour of a real UA + RTP testing.
It's the same as case 2, but the codec chosen after full SDP negotiation must be supported by Clarinet and not only
defined in SDP negotiator panel.
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